
 

 

 Ganssal 
 Privateer Scoundrel 
 Weequay Male, Left Handed 
 Height: 1.7m  / 5'5"ft. , Weight: 60kgs / 132lbs 

 

Physical Description  Loadout 

Ganssal is a relatively short Weequay with ashy red 
skin and grey eyes that never stop moving. The 
Weequay has a constant hunch in his back reducing 
his height even more. Ganssal does not have any hair 
on his head. Multiple scars mar his head including one 
running diagonally accross the top of his head and one 
roughly two centimetres in diameter on his left cheek. 

* Dish Towel 
* Datapad 
* Vibroblade 
* Vibroblade 
* Blaster 

General Aspects 

Mad World (Prewritten) 
Ganssal has a sick sense of humor, viewing the world 
through dark colored glass. He has a biting sense of 
black humor, often laughing at things that most 
people would find reprehensible or down right soul 
crushing. As a result, those that are not used to his 
brand of humor often find Ganssal downright 
unbearable or overly morbid. At the same time, his 
cynicism can be useful for seeing through the 
optimistic altruism of those he encounters. 

 Dirty Rotten Scoundrel (Prewritten) 

Ganssal is a master of the 'tricks of the trade' - the 
cheating and stealing trade, that is. With a certain 
propensity and natural talent for stealth and thievery, 
Ganssal is a professional when it comes to crimes, 
from minor to major. Sometimes it is as simple as a 
few more favorable cards in a hand to a set of sticky 
fingers to something as big as a heist. Either way, 
Ganssal knows his way around a job. However, 
everyone is bound to get caught eventually, and 
reputations have a way of finding a way to bite you in 
the rear. . . not to mention those looking to extract a 
little vengeance. 

Personality Aspects 

Easy Going 'Till the Fight Starts (Prewritten) 
 
While generally laid back and more than happy to 
offer a quip of sarcasm, Ganssal's entire demeanor 
changes once combat begins. he becomes focused 
and quiet, with his smile replaced with a look of grim 
determination. 

 
Just Plain Selfish (Prewritten) 
 
Ganssal rarely acts without an alternate motive when 
it comes to lending aid or acting in a situation. Be it 
greed, power, or something else, almost undoubtedly 
Ganssal is after something more than what he says - 
though sometimes Ganssal is even blunt enough to 
admit to it. While his self-serving attitude comes as a 
boon, usually, to his survival and pocketbook, his 
relationships are often strained by his outright selfish 
attitude. 

Combat Aspects 



It's A Trap 
 
Ganssal has an uncanny knack for identifying traps and 
alerting others to them. Now, if only he could 
consistently do it BEFORE the trap goes off... 

 Dirty Fighter (Prewritten) 
When it comes to a fight, some like to posture, some 
like to act tough, some like to dance around and go 
through all sorts of fancy footwork Ganssal? Ganssal 
doesn't bother with exotic battle stances, intricate 
maneuvers, or super-secret tactics. Ganssal, when 
cornered into a fight, prefers the ancient technique of 
a good kick to the nuts. And if that won't work, either 
because the enemy is a woman or has balls of steel, 
Ganssal isn't beyond pulling a few more cheap tricks 
out of the bag. Granted, Ganssal won't be winning 
any medals for nobility or any prestige for a unique 
fighting style or a superb maneuver, but Ganssal will 
still be winning, the best and most dirty way he 
knows how. 

 
Additional/Optional Information 

 

Top Skills Adept: subterfuge, manipulation, intellect  
Proficient:Diplomacy, investigation, blasters 
Trained: bladed weapons, athletics, explosives, slugthrowers 
Learned: survival, dual wielding, linguistics, resolve, might, crafting 

Top Powers Force Power 1, Force Power 2, Force Power 3, Force Power 4, etc. 

Feats Assess The Situation, Classic Misdirection, Linguistic Liar, Disarming Smile, 
Elusive Prey, I've Got A Bad Feeling About This, The Hand Is Quicker 

Martial Arts  

Lore  

Languages Durese 

 
Character Reference Art:  
 
 
Notes/Extra 



Ganssal is the man behind the Sand Pit. He may run the food and drink booth but it is less common 
knowledge that he also organizes the fights. Though Ganssal may come across as simple and care free, he 
is much more intelligent and conniving that he appears, there is never a time where he isn't working an 
angle or trying to further himself or his bank accounts.  

 
 
 

 


